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Approximation by unitary operators 
A. F. M. TER ELST 
Introduction. Several authors have determined the distance d(T, JÍ):— 
:=inf {\\T—A\\: A^Jt) between an operator T and a non-empty set J( of operators 
in a Hilbert space H. In an arbitrary Hilbert space the distances between an operator 
and the sets of Hermitian, positive and compact operators have been established in, 
resp., [3], [5] and [6]. In a separable Hilbert space the distance to the set °Un of 
all unitary operators has been found by D. D. ROGERS [7]. In the present paper we 
generalize his result to arbitrary Hilbert spaces. It will be proved that (with NT= 
=Ker T): d(T,<%in) = max.(\—m(T), ||7,|| —1) if dim A^T=dim NTt with m(T) = 
=infff(|7 , |), and d(T,<%n)=max(l+n(T), | | 7 1 - 1 ) if dim ATr<dim NTt with 
n ( r )= inf {x>0: dim l [ 0 , x ] ( | r | ) (H)£max (K0, dim jVr,)}. 
Definitions and notations. Let H be a Hilbert space with norm || • ||. The di-
mension of a closed linear subspace D of H is dim D=card J if (e,)l € / is an ortho-
normal basis of D. (See [8], page 45.) The set of unitary operators in (H) is denoted 
by or by °Un if no confusion can arise. 
The identity function on C is denoted by % and the indicator function of a set 
AcC by 1A. 
Let T(i&(H) be an operator. NT denotes the kernel, a(T) the spectrum of T. 
The absolute value of T is \T\=(T*T)1/2. Define: m(T):=inf a(\T\) and 
n(T) := inf [x > 0: dim l [ 0 i l ] ( | r | ) ( f f ) s max(^0 , dim NT*)}. 
If L is a linear subspace of H and T(L)cL, then by T\L we mean the restriction of 
T to L, considered as an operator L—L. 
The set # of compact operators is a closed two-sided ideal in SC(H). The Calkin 
algebra is the quotient &=3!{H')I(6. Let % be the natural projection of £C(H) 
onto & and |i • || the quotient norm on S. The Calkin algebra is a Banach algebra 
with unity. An operator is Fredholm \Sn(T) is invertible in S, its essential 
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norm is | |Fl^:= ||71(7)11 and its essential spectrum is oe(T):=a(n(T)). It is trivial 
that oe(T)<zo(T). Define: me(:r):=inf<re(|r|). Note that me(T)=n(T) if 
dim K0=dim H. (See [4], page 185.) 
For a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, ROGERS [7] has proved that 
d(T, <%n)=max(l-m(T), l l ^ l l - l ) if dim NT=dim NT* and that d(T,W<n)= 
=max(\+me(T), |] — 1) if dim A^cdim NT*. 
The index, ind T, of an operator T in ¿¡f(H) is very useful for the determination 
of in a separable Hilbert space; here ind T—Q if dim yVT=dim NT* 
and ind T= dim NT—dim NT* otherwise. The index of an operator T in an arbit-
rary Hilbert space is defined as follows: 
0 if dim NT = dim NT*, 
dim iVT—dimiVT* if dimjVr < and dimiN^* < K0, 
dim NT if dim NT & and dim NT > dim NT*, 
— dim NT* if dim NT* ^ and dim NTt > dim NT. 
Negative cardinal numbers are defined in the obvious way. 
Theorem 1. Let TC£C(H) and ind T=0 . Then d(T, fa) = max (1 -m(T), 
117-11-1). 
Proof . With the aid of the polar decomposition we find a partial isometry V 
from N^ to such that T=V\T\. Because dim ATT=dim NT*, there also exists 
a unitary with T=U\T\. From the Spectral Theorem it follows that 
d(T, %n)=d{\T\, aU'n)^.\\T\ —7|| =max(1 —m(T), | | 7 J -1 ) . The triangle inequality 
gives d(T, <%n)^i\\T\\-\. Suppose there exists a F in fa with | | | r | - F | | < 
<\—m(\T\). Let Q:=\T\-m(\T\)I. Then Q is not invertible. But Q has to be 
invertible since \\QV-1—7|| <1. This proves the theorem. 
It takes more trouble to determine d(T, fa) if ind 7V0. 
Theorem 2. Let T£J?(H), ind T<0 and e>0. Then there exists a unitary 
Ui&iH) with | | T -C7 | | ^max( l+« ( r )+e , | | r | | - l ) . 
Proof . This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [7] with H 
a separable Hilbert space and me(T)=n(T). 
Let £,e:=l[o,n(T)+£](|7'|). Then dim £ t ( / / ) a m a x (x0 , dim NT*). Because ind T 
< 0 there exists an isometry S££(H) with 7 ,= 5 , |7 | and dim dim NT*. Then 
dim dim S*SEe(H)^dim SEc(H)=dim Ee(H), with the result dim (Ns*® 
© ^ ( / / ) ) = d i m Ee(H). Therefore, there exists a unitary V: i?e (77)—Ns*© SEe(H). 
Note that H=Ns*®[SEi(H)®S(Ec(H)±)], so that [Nst®SEe(H)]J- = S(Ee(H)x). 
Define U\=VEC+S(I-E^&{H). Trivially, U is an isometry. Because 
U(Ec(H))=Ns*®SEe(H) and U{Ee(H)±)=S(Et{H)^)=[Ns<®SEt{H)]^, U is 
also onto and U is unitary. 
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Since \\T-U\\ = \\U*T-I\\, consider U*T. Now the space EC(H) reduces 
the operator U*T (and also U*T—I) because 
U*TEe(H) = U*S{(xhoMT)+,m)(H) c U-^SEJH) c Ee(H) 
and, similarly, U^E.iH^czE^H)^. Let X and Y be the restrictions of U*T 
to E,(H) and Ee(H)L, respectively. Then 
m s | | c /^(a i to,„ (r ) + e ] ) ( i r i ) ) | | s n(T)+s. 
The operator Y is simple: it is the restriction of | r | to EC(H)L. Using these facts 
we get UT—£/|| = || U*T—I\\ ^max (||Z—7||, | | r - / | | ) s m a x ( l + i » ( 7 ' ) + « , | | | 7 - | - / | | )= 
= m a x ( l + « ( r ) + e , | | r | | - l ) . 
In order to prove that also d(T, (1 +n(T), | | r | | - 1 ) in case 
ind T < 0 we need some lemmas. 
L e m m a 3. Let 7 \ , and \\Tx-T^e<me(T¿. Then 
ind7i = ind 73, and dim NT* < if dim NT* < 
dim Nn < and dim NT* ^ if dim NT* ^ . 
P r o o f . This lemma extends Theorem 1.1 of [7] to a non-separable Hilbert space. 
For its proof, which is similar to Rogers', see the appendix. 
Lemma 4. Let T££?(H) and let LcH be a closed linear subspace invariant 
under T and T*. Let a>0 and Lcllatm)(\T\)(H). Then o(\T\L\)<z[a, 
Proo f . a ( | r | J )=(T( | r | | i )=f f ( [ | r | + fll[0,8)(m)]|Ocff(|r| + fllI,.a)(|r|))c[fl,oo). 
T h e o r e m 5. Let TeSC(H), ind Then d(T, ^ s m a x (1 + n ( 7 > 
i m i - i ) . 
P roo f . With the triangle inequality it follows that d(T, - 1 . The 
part d(T, will be proved in three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose n(T)=0. Let ZJ££e{H) be unitary. Then dim NT*V = 
= d i m i V > 0 , so | | T - C / | | = | | i 7 * r - / | | = | | 7 , ^ - 7 | | S l = l + n ( r ) . 
Case 2. Suppose n(T)>0 and dim The proof now runs similarly 
to the one of ROGERS ([7] Theorem 1 .2) for the separable case. (Note: generally it is 
impossible to restrict the operator T to a separable Hilbert space Hx such that T—0 
on Let U££?(H) be unitary. Then (C€C: \t\<n{T)}co{U*T). This can 
be proved as follows: let C€C, | f l<«(71; let Tt:=U*T and T2:=U*T~C. Then 
\\Ti-T2\\e^n(T)=me(Tj). Lemma 3 gives now: 
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-r-r if dim Nj*-=X0> then ind (i7*T-Q=irid 7 ,2=ind 7 ,1=ind T<0, so 
dim iV(l/»T_?)*>0, 
— if dim Nr^^Xo, then dim 7V(l;*r_o*>0. 
In both cases l£o((U*T)*) and t£a(U*T). It follows that ~(1+«(7))<E 
£cr(U*T—I) so that |[r-£7||s=l +n(T). 
The last inequality holds for all unitary U. Hence, d(T, <%n)^l+n(T). 
Case 3. Suppose n(T)>0 and dim Let U££?(H) be unitary, 
fl- 0, a<n(T). It will be proved that \\T— U\\ s 1 +a. Let E be the spectral measure 
for in . Note that NTxzE([0, a))(H). From the definition of n(T) it follows that 
dim £([0, a)) (//)«= dim NT*. Let Hx be the smallest closed subspace of H which 
contains £([0, a))(H) and is invariant under T, T*, U and U*. It is well known that 
dim Hx ̂  max ( , dim is ([0, a)) (H)) < dim NT*, so NT* cfr . Because NT*= 
==(NJ*.f)HJ+(N1/>№if) we have NT*r\H+ ^{0}. Choose p£NTt, p.±Hlt 
Let L be the smallest closed subspace of H which contains p and is invariant 
under T, T*, U and U*. Then dim Lss}0 . Let S:=r |L- T h e n ^ {0> since 
S*p=0. Because LczHj- and NT<^HX, we have Ns={0}. Together: ind >S<0. 
Also, £([0,a)j(//')ciff1, so that LczH^czE([a, °° ))(//)• Now Lemma 4 can be 
used and o-e(|5'|)co-(|5'|)c[a,»). If we apply Case 2 for the separable Hilbert space 
L and the operator S with the unitary U\Lwe get \\T-U\\SlIS- U\J S d ( S , 
+ n (5 )= l +me(S)=1+min ffe(|5.|)^l + a. 
Our results on the distance of an operator to the set of unitary operators can now 
be summarized as follows: 
Theorem 6. Let T^(H). Then 
d(T,Wn) = max (1 — m(T), | |T | | - l ) if ind T = 0, 
d(T, ^Un) = max('1 + n(T), ||m — 1') if i n d r < 0 . 
In the case ind 7T>0, consider T*. 
Appendix. Now we prove Lemma 3. From polar decomposition we infer the 
existence of a partial isometry V from N^ to Nr* with TX=V\T-^. Further, 
there exists an L^&.iH) such that ||L1||e^(me(7 ,1))_1 and L^T^-I is com-
pact. (Use the Spectral Theorem — see [8] Theorem 7.18.) Let L ^ L j F * . 
Then LTi—I is compact and ||I-||es('/?ii,(7'1))""1. Because / is Fredholm with 
ind 1=0, LTx is Fredholm and also ind LT^O. (See [2] Theorem 5.20.) Then 
||/—Lr8||:,=I|'£r1-£3ra||',s||!£||e||7lI-7'2|l.cl". Hence, there is a compact Kf£e(H) 
such that W—LT-i-rKl'=.\.- Then LTZ+K is invertible and therefore Fredholm 
with index 0: Using again Theorem 5.20 of [2]. we have that LT% is Fredholm 
and ind LTZ=0. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.17' in [2] it follows that 
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dim NTi< dim NX t< and that TX(H) and T2(H) are closed because LTX and 
LT2 are Fredholm. Then (Atkinson's Theorem, [2] Theorem 5.17): dim 
iff 7\ is Fredholm, iff (for LTX is Fredholm) L is Fredholm, ..., iff dim NT*< • 
If dim NT*< «o, then by the additivity of the index for Fredholm operators 
(see [1] Theorem 2.1) ind 7\=ind L 7 \ - i n d L= - i n d L=ind T2. 
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